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July Newsletter
I will be doing a talk show on KFNX, 1100,
Independent Talk on July 8 between 4pm and 4:30
pm Arizona time. You can go to
www.networkingarizona.net to hear the show. We
invite you to listen.

This is Penticlaus. He is a gnome that Dorian saw at a
local store. She brought him home and painted him,
which brought him to life, so to speak. He is quite a
character.

Our most sincere and heart felt prayers and intensions
go out to all who killed or injured in the Orlando
shooting and all who have been affected or influenced
by this tragedy. It is our desire that the hearts and
minds of those who can make changes in the use of
weapons for destruction will be touched in ways that
prevent them from continuing to look the other way. I
am clear that peace begins within, but allowing the
non-peaceful to continue to murder innocents in the
name of the right to bear arms will surely bring a
karmic balance. When the second amendment was
made guns were muskets not automatic assault
weapons.

This is our latest witdh ball. Dorian’s sister Karen sent
it to us after she visited in June. It lives in my office
now.

Beginning in January 2016 St. Germain will be
teaching about the understanding and application of
Spiritual Alchemy. Each Teaching will move us futher
into a deeper recognition of who we truly are and how
to apply spiritual values to our “every day” lives.
LIVE THE MAGIK!!
New people are beginning to sign up for the 2016
Personal Growth. Don’t miss giving this special gift to
yourself. As the energy on the planet is accelerating
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things are becoming more challenging. The logical
approach to life is failing. Nothing is as it appears to
be. Yet just beyond the tips of your fingers there is a
whole new world just waiting for you to open the inner
eyes and move aside the veil of Illusion. St. Germain is
waiting to be of assistance, to clarify the confusion and
help you to connectect with your own inner truth; a
truth that is not opinion or based on conflict, but a
deep, solid sense of who you are within. This
recognition of self is what changes the world It is the
magik and wonder of what you have been looking for.

not small and no longer can you pretend that you are.
We constantly remind you of who you are because
you must not forget. Your impact on the world is
powerful and important. It is not about fighting to
prove a point, but about holding intensions, in love,
that everything that is occurring will reveal what is
divine essence has in mind. Be mindful of anger and
control for they cannot operate in higher frequency.

St. Germain is continuing the “Personal Growth”
package in 2016. This has proven to be one of the
most popular offerings that St. Germain has given.
People are excited about the changes in their lives and
express joyful anticipation for the future. Changes on
all levels are bringing a whole new lease on life as we
evolve into New Humans.

Our Teaching with the Master for July is “Sacred
Alchemy: The Art of Prayer”. Prayer is a blending
with the divine. It is asking to be show the way in
quietude and reverence. It is a stilling of the mental
chatter. It is the waiting to hear what Spirit has to
share. The Art of Prayer is a Sacred Art just as living
life well is. Prayer is a path to the Love and Magik that
are returning to Earth now.

Click here for 2016 Personal Growth Package Details

The Teaching is on the second Wednesday evening of
each month at 7 pm MT.

Rainbow Center News
Fall Intensive
Our Fall Intensive is “Embracing the Love and Magik
of the New Earth”. As the Love and the Magik of the
Ancient Remembering is pouring into the energy of
the planet we are required to forgive the fear that the
Illusion has created that has made us doubt ourselves
and the power of our abilities as Masters. The changes
are opening doors to aspects of ourselves and our
world that have long been closed away. The attempt to
control power has caused us to forget so much that
was given to us in the beginning. This is a call to
embrace all that we are and begin the journey to living
whole once more. We invite you to join us in person.
Call or email Molly for more information.

CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2016 Groups

Our Q&A is on the fourth Wednesday of each month
at 7 pm MT. Call-ins are welcome. If you are
interested go to our website and when the payment
notice appears I will send you the room code for the
call-in.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $15 to call in one time or $25 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2016 Teachings with the Master

CDs and mp3s will be available.
Click here for the November Intensive
ASTROLOGY
Our group for July is “Remember the Magnitude of
your Prayer Field”. It will be July 10 at 2 pm.
As Revelation is expanding each person’s perspective
and the remembrance of your most ancient
connections blends into now, the scope of your prayer
field is reaching further and further outward. You are

NEW MOON-July 4
Each and every New or Full Moon is a completely
unique set of aspects, never to be repeated in exactly
the same way again. This New Moon in Cancer along
with Mercury and Venus in Cancer, Mars in Scorpio
and Neptune South Node and Chiron in Pisces brings
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new and deeper levels of understanding of our
feminine side.
The sign of Cancer is ruled by the Moon and is the
sign most associated with our feminine, receptive
principle. Regardless of gender we all have both a
feminine and masculine side, yin and yang, negative
and positive. The solar feminine expresses creativity,
passion, and strength; the lunar male masculine
provides support, devotion and protection. For the
past 5,000 years, assertion, rationality and
independence have been equated with masculine
traits, while compassion, intuition and
interdependence have been relegated to the feminine.
Our spiritual development, indeed our survival on this
planet require that the masculine and feminine natures
blend and become much more intertwined, on the
individual and collective levels.
Whenever another planet aspects the Uranus-Pluto
square, the winds of change blow in new directions.
Uranus and Pluto made seven exact squares between
2012 and 2015, but continue to remain within 10
degrees of square from 2007 to 2020; their separating
square is currently 8 degrees apart, but will be less
than 4 degrees apart by the end of 2016. From June
30 to July 7, first Venus in Cancer opposes Pluto and
squares Uranus; then Mercury in Cancer does the
same July 7-11, and the Sun in Cancer July 7-16—each
generating a dynamic cardinal t-square that challenges
us to balance our feminine and masculine nature.
Those with natal planets or angles at 16-24 degrees
Cancer, Capricorn, and/or Aries will feel the
transformative pressure most strongly; for everyone,
the first half of July turns our attention toward how we
are handling our feelings, needs and affairs of
home/family. We are required to ask ourselves
important questions about care of our personal and
personal care of those who mean the most to us.
Water signs are the breath of life of the zodiac, where
we are remembering deeper connection to letting go
of the past, inner reflection on spiritual values and
how we allow ourselves to receive. This New Moon
has six planets plus Chiron in water signs. We are
required to consider the fact that we were created
human beings, but we have become human doings. In
a masculine world we are taught to focus outward and
receive our rewards from what is before us rather than
what lies within us. Time and regard for our inner
world are pushed aside in the rush to accomplish
outwardly. We have become divorced from our true
self and it is time to heal those wounds. Between June
30 and July 22, Venus, then Mercury and the Sun in
Cancer form a grand trine with Mars in Scorpio and

Chiron in Pisces, making it easier to open our hearts
and allow old wounds to heal by forgiving
misunderstandings that have blocked our progress in
life. Trines open the way for us to move ON. We can
only make progress if we are willing to ask for and
allow the assistance that is called for to remove
obstacles of the past. July provides the ingredients to
assist the healing.

FULL MOON-July 19
The Sun in Cancer brings the masculine essence of
the solar light into play in the sign that is ruled by the
Moon. The Moon in Capricorn again brings the
blending of the masculine and feminine energies.
Even though Capricorn is considered a feminine sign
it has held a much more masculine connotation in
patriarchal times. As we look back in time we find
much more attention to the Goddess and all that she
has represented throughout the development of
humanity.
The signs move through the zodiac in a balance of
masculine (yang) and feminine (yin). The astrological
year begins with the fire of Aries (yang), followed by
the earth of Taurus (yin), airy Gemini (yang) and
watery Cancer (yin) and so on through the signs. We
feel the changes of energy throughout the year by the
zodiac, the seasons and how our own personal
rhythm’s move into sync with the movement of
nature’s divine design. The logical mind has attempted
to change the course of Nature and make us believe
that the flow of life can be manipulated but there is
always a cost for going against the forces of what God
put into place. There are things that must change and
things that will change the in appropriate time. As we
remember how to listen within ourselves we can
reestablish our presence and feel the sense of
belonging that is a natural attribute when we “go with
the flow”.
Cancer and the Moon draw us into ourselves and help
us to unite with the creative flow within. Capricorn,
ruled by Saturn, bring out of ourselves more and puts
us in touch with the world where the things that we
learned within can be transformed into creative
potential for our outer selves. Cancer draws into
intimacy and the interdependence of relationships, our
feelings and personal requirements. Capricorn helps
us to master the complexities and constraints of
physical life. In the balance that falls between the
energies of these two signs we find the doorway that
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leads us to live between the worlds rather that
ensnared by either one. The physical world gives us
form and the emotions allow us to move deeper into
our inner reservoirs that sustain us to find the strength
to create a new and different world. Questions for
these times: Where have we stopped providing
nurturing and support for ourselves? How do we
define our boundaries and keep our inner space clear
so that we understand who we are?
At mid-month a water grand trine of Sun in Cancer,
Mars in Scorpio and Chiron in Pisces at 25 degrees
directs us to slow down, be still within and quiet our
lives to experience a reset of inner personal alignment.
Mercury and Venus in Leo trine Saturn in Sagittarius,
shows us ways to explore our creative potential and
courageously act on our ideas, while the quincunx to
Neptune suggests that the heart would be a better
leader at this time than the head. Saturn and Neptune
make a semi-square to the Moon and sesquiquadrate
to the Sun highlight the necessity to be proactive and
take a leap of Faith. Uranus’s approaching station
retrograde on July 29 at 24 degrees 30 minutes Aries
sesquiquadrate Saturn and semi-square Neptune—
inspires our requirement to feel free to make our own
choices.
People focus outward and attempt to amass things—
money, possessions, even time, in order to accomplish
more. The truth of divine creation is just the opposite.
YOU MUST FIRST FIND WHO YOU ARE
WITHIN AND THEN ASPIRE AND ACCEPT
THE POWER OF THE DREAMS THAT YOUR
SOUL WROTE IN THE SCRIPT IT CREATED
BEFORE YOU CAME HERE.
YOU HAVE NOT CALLED FORTH SUCH
COURAGE OR TRUSTED YOURSELF SO
CLEARLY IN MANY LIFETIMES. THIS IS NOT
ABOUT PREFECTION OR FAIRY TALE
WONDER. The changes are filled with chaos,
imperfection, denial, fear and the breaking down of all
that the Illusion has given you that is a Shadow of
Truth. In this place of up heaval you can find the
things that you have felt, that you have sought and
bring into being for yourself.

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
In the Chaos of the world there are new beginnings
coming forth. The chaos makes a space for the magik
to return. In the magik there is remembering of the
power that was given in the beginning of creation.
You live your Mastery once more, in Love. --St.
Germain
When you look out into the world you find the
limitations that the Illusion has perpetrated. When
you take the time to gently enter into your own
sacred space you find all that has waited throughout
time beyond time. You find the fulfillment and joy
that the world has denied and the courage to live it. –
St. Germain
Out of the mist of long ago emerges the Truth of the
Ancients. It fills the places that have been empty and
brings you home. The Truth has never been
somewhere else. It comes in the moment that you
will allow it. Open your heart, your mind to hear the
song of your Soul gently playing within. Be still. —
St. Germain
Everything is energy. Nothing is separate from
anything else. All are one. When every person,
thought, feeling, desire, passion, fear, pain and
question is blended in Love the divine plan is
revealed in each heart and Soul. –St. Germain
ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com
The changes must come quicker because the
time/space continuum is shifting so rapidly. Everyone
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on earth is a Master in the remembering and the
choices that are being made are Master’s choices no
matter how they appear. Some are beginning to allow
the new hope to filter into their consciousness and
bring illumination that lifts the heart/soul and mind.
The delightful sense of new found freedom within
does not come from some escape from the old ways
for a moment, but from an inner realization that the
sense of entrapment was an Illusion. Others are
clinging to the old ways in the belief that if they just
hold on long enough things will “go back to how they
were”. The blindness to new ideas and the deafness to
the clarity of spirit’s enlightment holds those in the
darkness of what no longer exists and offers nothing
but a fearful future.
We are seeking to assist all to recognize that the use of
energy on the planet is changing and attempting to use
energy has you always have, as long as you can
remember, no longer serves you. You may say “I don’t
feel anything”, but when there is another mass
shooting you feel. You may feel anger at the injustice.
You may experience fear and/or outrage. The mind
begins to twist and turn over “what can I do?” Before
you react in the same old ways of fighting the wrongs
and killing the killers, STOP and go beyond the
roiling energy of the EGO driven mind. Feel into the
center of your being and allow yourself to go deeper—
beyond the pain and suffering of lifetimes and connect
with the deep, loving compassion of the essence of
what you truly are made of. In the throes of negative
emotion, you cannot see/feel clearly so give yourself
time to connect with the source of all good within you.
You have been indoctrinated with self-judgment, low
self-esteem and guilt for life times and it is time to
allow yourself to experience using your energy in
powerful, positive ways. Arguing, attempting to prove
to others that your ways is right and the only way
things can work is antiquated. Those who solely
believe in the power of money above goodness are
convinced that they are not required to change
because they can simply keep the inappropriate use of
energy going forever. As long as the world keeps
fighting back the EGO can keep the same old tired
patterns of Illusion going.
Revelation is shining its light everywhere. More and
more of the places where things have been kept secret
ae being revealed. For years’ tobacco companies swore
that smoking was all right and that there was no hazard
to health. Finally, there was enough information
brought to light that no one could really ignore what
was going on. The NFL swore that concussions were
nothing to worry about until enough people died or
became demented that they had to at least admit that

there might be a problem. Men with money will go to
great lengths to prevent their children from going to
war, but there is little concern for the rest of society. If
other men’s children die it is a noble sacrifice.
Masters, humanity is being put on notice to realize that
if one person dies in conflict (in conflict, not just war,
but any fight) everyone on this planet suffers at some
level. Street fights, domestic violence, any form of
fighting that brings wounding or death must be
considered, not as a place to win over others, but as a
place where no one ever truly wins. Youth is being
sent to the battle field with a promise of a lot of money
and education, but little or no concern for the
precious life that can be taken in a moment. It is time,
in fact past time, for humanity to begin to recognize
that all life, any life, no matter who it is, has value.
Painting those who are not like you as unworthy,
calling them animals to be destroyed because in the
Illusion nature has been relegated to a place of little
value, reflects back to any and all who make these
judgments. When the gun laws of the second
amendment were set into place the guns were muskets
and it took enough time to load a gun for a man to
consider what could happen. Automatic weapons take
away the consideration of conscience and allow
immediate reaction without a hint of regret before the
act is done. Guns do not kill, the desire to destroy the
lives of others kills. For as long as anyone can
remember humanity has feared “Dark Magic”, yet the
fear of the modern technology that allows someone to
kill or maim without warning is spawned by the same
inappropriate desire to quickly and secretly destroy the
life of another and feel justified because it was done
with a gun instead of a spell. The EGO creates a god
that smiles on destruction and delights in the killing of
the enemy. GOD is Love and feels tenderness and
compassion for all of creation. Neither God nor the
Masters take sides in humanities wars. We are called
to use energy in the most powerful protection of Love
and it changes the course of the earth’s ongoing. The
very fact that the time/space continuum is shifting
brings events to occur much more quickly so that
humanity can realize just how deadly their old
reactions are. Things must happen so fast that the
recovery time to forget and “go back to what you were
doing” cannot energetically re-form before you are
confronted again with the outcome of your own
personal actions. Laying blame and pointing fingers is
happening so much that people are getting tangled up
in their own judgments. The right-use-of-will is quite
different than the righteousness of EGO. Willfulness
is far from the clear understanding of conscious action.
The further the Aquarian Age moves into place the
more obvious the new paradigms become. We keep
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saying that Love and Magik are beginning to transform
the world from the depths of each being. What we are
seeing the most is all of the old fear of being a Master
rising to the surface.; that fear of what others might
think if they find out that you are a Master. More
important what do you think or feel about the idea
that someone else is special? The EGO goes
immediately to the fear that they might be better or
more special than you. What if you are just as
important? It isn’t about proving that you are just as
important, it is about getting comfortable within your
own skin and enjoying fully the glow of experiencing
Love all of the time. Can you live in Love or must you
waffle back and forth about that reality?
The EGO has been so cunning at creating smoke and
shadows in the Illusion and now all of that is being
pulled away like tattered veils that no longer serve
anyone. The aspects of humanity that no one wanted
to look at, deal with or even consider that they existed
are being brought before everyone in glaring detail on
an almost daily basis. Many people are still attempting
to bury their heads in the sand, but even the sand is
blowing away in the winds of times past. We are not
talking about only the bad things or the shameful past,
we are talking about the strength, Love, beauty and
wonderful aspects that each and every person possess.
Many people cannot bear to accept that everyone on
this planet has both good and bad within them. Most
choose to believe that most people have more bad
than good, especially if they don’t agree with the
beliefs of those who hold the idea that most are just
plain bad.
As Masters we do not entertain pity or sympathy
because they are wasted emotion, but we feel deep
compassion for the challenges that the change in
paradigms is bringing to the planet, even though it is
truly good news becoming clear. It is clearing the
grime of past times from the lenses that humankind
sees through. Clarity is a vital factor in positive
creation.
We hold prayerful intensions for all that have been
touched by the constant barrage of death and
destruction on earth. The choices of all are a part of
the shifts. No one’s choices are discounted or
overlooked. The choices to help, to heal or to harm
are all considered in these times. Karma does not
measure by how much money, worldly goods or ability
to manipulate others by force is possessed by anyone.
The thoughts and motivations are weighted, as well as
the deeds and no one is exempt. Humanity has
believed that if the words are not said out loud or the
ideas expressed beyond a certain group of people who

agree that God will overlook the way the energy is
being used because “no one knows”. People will say “I
don’t want God to know what I think or do.” God
knows, but even more importantly, So do you! God
has no requirement to judge because karma is the law
of balance set in motion before humanity was created.
However, humans still have not released the need to
judge so they will silently judge themselves as well as
others, because all are truly one.
We hold you all in Love without condition. We are
waiting to offer support. The law of Free Will prevents
us from swooping in to force changes, but when the
willingness is expressed at a heartfelt/Soulful level the
door stands open and we will move to be of assistance.
There are times when we must practice great
discipline in order not to break divine law, but we have
come to understand throughout time that interference
upsets the balance and brings karma into play quickly
in the lives of all connected. The depth of self-value
that exists within each being on earth is such a
wonderful, shining light. We delight in the experience
of watching humanity make these changes, just as we
feel compassion for those who reject the possibility
that they are a part of the joy that we feel. In the
balance of light and dark the planet is arising to new
heights and the shell of old limits is breaking apart so
that everyone can emerge into the New Earth now.
One person does not lead the masses to their
evolution. The few do not decide whether the many
have right to revelation. All of those facades of Illusion
are breaking down and blowing away in the wind.
There are those who say that they believe that only
GOD knows what is right and true. God gifted each
Soul with the ability to know within self the wisest and
best choices for one’s own on going. Interestingly,
those who say that only GOD knows then proceed to
tell others what GOD wants. If only GOD knows then
how is it that only a few deserve the “inside track”, so
to speak. WAKE UP!!!! Pay attention!! This is about
everyone, not just a few. Please, do not count
yourselves out.
In the greatest of Love We are with you. We hold the
protection and empowerment of the divine for all. I
remain your most humble servant. I AM the Lord St.
Germain. I bid you Adieu!

ADS
CYNTHIA McCARTY
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In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.

www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace

Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as in the Gratitude painting above. She has
wonderful paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very
fun pair of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.

Email Linda and she can email examples

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

You can contact her at:

(307) 754-4396

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE
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Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.

Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

OF POETRY AND PROSE by Nanna Hansen
This is a special and very personal website that shares
the dreams and visions of Nanna L. Hansen from
past, present and future. Nanna’s Visions come from
many timelines. The writing is often in old style and
yet it addresses modern subject matter.
Her website: http://www.ofpoetryandprose.ca

Maia Rose is a massage therapist who specializes in
sacral cranial therapy. She is located at the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. You may call for
appointment well as other therapies. She is located in
the Rainbow Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For
appointments call 307 345-3262.

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a background
in chiropractic medicine. She can assist in physical,
emotional and spiritual healing through the music
table, color box, nutritional counseling and many
other offerings. Wholistic Options, 214 Main in
Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 for appointments and information.
Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.

Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist who works with
crystal layouts, Biogenesis tools, spa therapy and other
mocalities. You can reach her for massage
appointments at 307 349-2120.
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“The Pot of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail.com or 307-335-8113.
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